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A B S T R A C T

The solid electrolyte interphase (SEI) remains a central challenge to lithium-ion battery durability, in part due to
poor understanding of the basic chemistry responsible for its formation and evolution. In this study, the SEI on a
non-intercalating tungsten anode is measured by operando neutron reflectometry and quartz crystal micro-
balance. A dual-layer SEI is observed, with a 3.7 nm thick inner layer and a 15.4 nm thick outer layer. Such
structures have been proposed in the literature, but have not been definitively observed via neutron re-
flectometry. The SEI mass per area was 1207.2 ng/cm2, and QCM provides insight into the SEI formation dy-
namics during a negative-going voltage sweep and its evolution over multiple cycles. Monte Carlo simulations
identify SEI chemical compositions consistent with the combined measurements. The results are consistent with
a primarily inorganic, dense inner layer and a primarily organic, porous outer layer, directly confirming
structures proposed in the literature.

Further refinement of techniques presented herein, coupled with additional complementary measurements
and simulations, can give quantitative insight into SEI formation and evolution as a function of battery materials
and cycling conditions. This, in turn, will enable scientifically-guided design of durable, conductive SEI layers for
Li-ion batteries for a range of applications.

1. Introduction

Despite their ubiquity in energy storage for diverse applications,
commercial implementation of lithium-ion batteries (LIB) remains

constrained by a number of durability and safety issues. Central to
many of these issues are degradation reactions at the anode-electrolyte
interface. At low anode electric potentials, electrolyte reduction pro-
ducts form interfacial layers on the anode surface, such as the solid
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electrolyte interface (SEI) [1,2]. The SEI is ionically conductive but
electrically resistive, and is therefore theoretically self-passivating and
prevents further electrolyte degradation. However, continued SEI
growth and electrolyte decomposition during extended battery cycling
is an ongoing problem that leads to capacity fade, reduced charge/
discharge rates, and shorter battery lifetimes [3–5]. In addition, un-
controlled SEI decomposition reactions at temperatures above roughly
80 °C can contribute to thermal runaway events and catastrophic bat-
tery fires [6–9].

As such, designing a durable, highly conductive, and stable SEI can
significantly improve the power density, durability, and safety of LIBs
for a range of applications. While a number of treatments, charging
protocols, and chemical additives have been identified to increase the
SEI's chemical and thermal stability [10–17], there is little ability to
directly and quantitatively relate these techniques to the resulting SEI
properties. In short, scientifically-guided design of stable SEI interfacial
layers requires a better understanding of their elementary chemistry
and structure, and how these properties vary with new materials, ad-
ditives and operating procedures.

Significant attention has focused on the composition of the SEI using
techniques such as TEM, AFM, XPS, FTIR, and NMR [1,3,18–35]. The
SEI properties have been observed to be highly dependent on the
electrolyte composition (solvent, salt, and additive compositions), the
charging current and voltage, and the anode state of charge. Several
studies have proposed a dual-layer structure, with a dense, inorganic
inner layer adjacent to the anode and a porous, organic outer layer
adjacent to the electrolyte [26,36–41]. However, there is still a need for
greater chemical and spatial resolution to enable a truly mechanistic
understanding of the SEI chemistry. For example, it is challenging to
find a probe which is both sensitive to molecules rich in low-Z elements
such as Li and is able to quantify chemical composition on the sub-nm
scale, as is required to fully understand SEI chemistry.

Neutron Reflectometry (NR) measures the reflected intensity of a
highly collimated neutron beam as a function of the grazing angle (or
scattering vector Qz). Fitting NR data yields a high-resolution (on the
order of 1 nm) 1D profile of the neutron scattering length density (SLD),
which is a function of the local composition and density (see section
2.3). Because neutrons are highly penetrating and weakly interacting,
NR is capable of operando measurements that do not alter the chemi-
cals present in the sample. Combined with its sensitivity to isotopes and
elements with low electron density (for example, hydrogen and natural
Li contribute to very low SLDs, whereas high concentrations of deu-
terium and 6Li contribute to rather high SLDs), its high spatial resolu-
tion, and non-destructive nature, NR is particularly well suited for op-
erando SEI studies.

Numerous studies over the past decade have demonstrated the va-
lidity and utility of NR for operando characterization of layered struc-
tures in LIBs, including the SEI [42–50]. Owejan et al. first used NR to
quantify the SEI thickness and SLD on a non-intercalating Cu electrode.
They observed large variations in the SLD (i.e. composition) and
thickness (so-called ‘SEI breathing’) during a range of potentiostatic
holds meant to mimic a charge-discharge cycle [42]. Veith and col-
leagues also observed this breathing phenomena via NR of the SEI on
amorphous Si [47]. Veith and colleagues have used NR to thoroughly
investigate a broad array of electrode-electrolyte interfaces, including
on Si [48,49] and a high-voltage LMNO cathode [43]. While NR is a
very useful probe for SEI analysis, it is also very challenging, and thus
far no NR studies have definitively observed the two-layer SEI structure
proposed in the literature.

Herein, we demonstrate parallel operando NR and electrochemical
quartz crystal microbalance with dissipation monitoring (EQCM-D)
measurements to directly quantify the structure and neutron SLD of an
SEI formed on a non-intercalating tungsten anode. QCM-D measures the
vibration frequency and dissipation of a piezoelectric crystal under a
sinusoidal voltage input. The frequency shift can be used to determine
SEI mass with high sensitivity (∼2 ng/cm2) and time resolution

(∼100 Hz). QCM-D has previously been combined with simultaneous
electrochemical measurements (EQCM-D) to understand SEI formation
dynamics [40,51–54]. Because the elementary chemistry of electrolyte
reduction remains poorly quantified, a non-intercalating tungsten
electrode is used for all experiments here, in order to isolate the NR,
mass uptake, and electrochemical signal due to interfacial layer growth,
separate from any intercalation-related artifacts. Subsequent work will
extend these initial results to examine the impact of electrode material,
electrolyte composition, and intercalation activity on relevant sub-
strates such as carbon.

This study expands upon the previous NR measurements of the SEI
on a non intercalating Cu electrode [42], improving the NR sensitivity
via anode material selection and alternative electrolyte deuteration.
Combined analysis of the data provides insights into the elementary
chemistry during the initial stages of electrolyte reduction on this
system. NR measurements directly observe a two-layer structure similar
to that proposed for the SEI, including a dense, 3.7 [3.5, 4.0] nm thick
inorganic inner layer and a porous, 15.7 [14.4, 17.9] nm thick organic
outer layer. The layer mass was 1207.2 [1205.2, 1209.2] ng/cm2 after a
series of 9 cyclic voltammetry (CV) cycles between 0.05 V and 1.45 V
(vs Li/Li+). Throughout the manuscript, numbers in brackets represent
68% confidence intervals and error bars and ± uncertainties represent
one standard error. Results reveal two main reduction processes, one at
∼0.75 V and one at < 0.25 V (vs. Li/Li+), with heavier molecules de-
posited during the former process. Correlating the parallel NR and
EQCM-D results identifies SEI chemical composition which are con-
sistent with the combined experimental data.

2. Experimental methods

2.1. Electrochemical control

For the NR and EQCM-D experiments below, a Reference 600 po-
tentiostat (Gamry Instruments1) was used to control the electrochemical
measurements. The measurement uncertainty of the potentiostat was
±1mV on all voltage measurements and ±0.2% of the measured cur-
rent. During NR experiments, the open circuit potential (OCP) was
monitored continuously after cell assembly, with the cell at room
temperature. During EQCM-D, cyclic voltamograms (CV) were used to
grow an SEI on the sensor surface. Nine cycles were recorded at 10mV/
s between 0.05 and 1.5 V at a controlled temperature of 30 °C (all vol-
tages in the paper are relative to Li/Li+).

2.2. NR cell fabrication

While our prior study pioneered NR as an in operando probe of SEI
properties on a non-intercalating copper electrode [42], the effect of the
SEI on the NR data was subtle. This is due to the relatively weak neu-
tron scattering contrast between the SEI and adjacent layers, as com-
pared to the much higher contrast between the Cu working electrode
and its adjacent layers in the cited study. The current study employs a
tungsten working electrode to reduce the dominating effects of the
electrode-substrate contrast, and thereby improves the sensitivity of NR
to the SEI (see Supporting Information).

Silicon wafers 76.2mm in diameter and 5mm thick (El–Cat Inc.)
served as the substrate for the working and reference electrodes. The
native oxide was removed from the working electrode via HF exposure
(RCA cleaning), and then a roughly 10 nm thick dry thermal oxide was
grown on the Si, to prevent spontaneous growth of tungsten silicides

1 Certain commercial equipment, instruments, materials, suppliers, or soft-
ware are identified in this paper to foster understanding. Such identification
does not imply recommendation or endorsement by the National Institute of
Standards and Technology, nor does it imply that the materials or equipment
identified are necessarily the best available for the purpose.
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and to prevent Si substrate lithiation. A ca. 15 nm thick tungsten film
was then deposited via DC magnetron sputtering using a 76mm dia-
meter target at a controlled deposition current of 0.22 A (resulting in
80W power) and an argon pressure of 0.12 Pa. On a separate 5mm
thick wafer, roughly 15 nm thick tungsten was sputtered directly onto
the native SiO2 and Lithium foil (Sigma Aldrich) was pressed onto the
tungsten to act as the counter and reference electrode.

The two electrodes were electrically separated by a 500 μm thick
Kalrez 4079 gasket, which is chemically compatible with the electro-
lyte. The gasket was affixed to the working electrode, and electrolyte
was pipetted to form a meniscus in the 1.5-inch diameter hole in the
gasket center. The electrolyte was 1M (1mol L−1) LiPF6 salt (BASF,
>99%) in a 1:1 (v/v) mixture of EC (Alfa Aesar, >99%) and deuterated
DEC (d-DEC, CDN Isotopes, >99%). DEC solvent deuteration increases
its SLD, providing better scattering contrast with the low SLD of the
lithium-rich SEI. Trace water in the solvents was removed before
mixing by adding 3 Å molecular sieves (Sigma-Aldrich) at 40 °C for two
hours.

The counter electrode was then pressed onto the gasket, with alu-
minum foil leads between each electrode and the gasket for current
collection. The electrodes and gasket were then clamped together be-
tween Al fronting and backing plates, as described previously [55]. All
cell assembly work was done in a helium-filled glovebox. The NR
compatible half-cell is shown schematically in Fig. 1 (a).

2.3. NR data collection and fitting

NR experiments were performed on the MAGIK instrument at the
NIST Center for Neutron Research [56]. Our previous publications de-
scribe NR data collection in detail [42,55,57], but briefly: specular NR
measures the reflected intensity of a collimated, monochromatic neu-
tron beam scattered from the sample surface. Fitting the variations in
reflected intensity as a function of scattering vector Qz yields a one-
dimensional depth profile of the sample SLD, which is a function of the
sample composition. For a mixture of multiple phases (such as the SEI):

∑=SLD V SLD
k

k k
(1)

where Vk is the volume fraction and SLDk the pure-phase SLD of phase
k, summed over all phases present.

To characterize the substrate prior to electrochemical activity, the

tungsten working electrode was first isolated in a helium-filled alu-
minum can, and NR data was collected on the bare tungsten electrode
(“Wbare”). The electrolyte-filled cell in Fig. 1(a) was then assembled and
NR data was taken at OCP. As shown in Fig. 2, the measured OCP in-
dicated unintentional shorting between the counter and working elec-
trodes. The OCP was roughly 0.59 V for the first 5 h of the measure-
ment, and decayed to roughly 0.48 V over the subsequent 15 h. NR fits
were performed only on the data collected during the relatively stable
OCP window, as indicated in the figure. At this potential an SEI formed
on the tungsten, and this data set is labeled “WSEI.” To measure the
electrode/electrolyte interface in the absence of any electrochemistry, a
second electrolyte-filled cell, identical to the first except lacking any Li
on the counter electrode, was assembled and measured with NR. This
data set measures the chemical reactivity of the electrolyte and tung-
sten anode prior to reduction, and is labeled “Welyte.”

This study uses Refl1d [58] to fit the NR data. A model SLD profile is
proposed as a layered structure of material “slabs,” each with three
parameters: real and imaginary SLD (which are linked via the compo-
sition), thickness, and width of the interface with the next layer (i.e. the
interfacial roughness and interdiffusion). The reflectivity of this model
can then be calculated and evaluated against the measured data, using
the χ2 metric to maximize the model's goodness-of-fit. A differential
evolution algorithm (DREAM) randomly generates a large number of
these models within a specified parameter space and allows this po-
pulation to “evolve” over a user-defined number of generations. Be-
cause the probability of retaining a given parameter set is proportional
to its likelihood, determined from χ2, the resultant population density
represents the probability density. The approach therefore serves as a
robust method to sample multi-dimensional parameter spaces without
selecting only the nearest local minima (as can occur in gradient des-
cent approaches), is able to identify multiple best fits when more than
one solution is statistically feasible, and provides accurate uncertainty
estimates for fitted parameters, as it explicitly preserves inter-para-
meter correlations.

Because the ‘Wbare’ and ‘WSEI’ data sets were collected on the same
sample, these data sets were fit simultaneously, defining common
substrate fitting parameters (Si-SiO2 interface width, SiO2 thickness and
SLD, and SiO2-W interface width) which were applied to both models.
The SLD of the tungsten layer is allowed to vary to account for possible
composition variations, which could result from a slightly porous W
layer filled alternately with He, electrolyte, lithium, and/or SEI com-
pounds, for example. Similarly, the tungsten layer thickness and in-
terfacial width are allowed to vary between the two models. The Wbare

data was fit to a model with a surface layer at the W/vapor interface.
The fitting process was repeated for zero, one, and two distinct layers at
the electrode-electrolyte interface in the WSEI model. The interface

Fig. 1. Schematic of electrochemical cells. a) NR compatible half cell. Working
and counter electrodes are deposited onto 5mm thick polished Si wafers, which
are clamped onto either side of a 500 μm thick Kalrez gasket to define the
electrolyte volume. Spring-loaded Al fronting and backing plates are used for
compression. b) The EQCM-D cell uses the Biolin Scientific open module. Strips
of Li foil serve as counter and reference electrodes, while the QCM-D lead is
used for electrical contact to the tungsten working electrode.

Fig. 2. OCP data taken during NR measurements. The low initial OCP and noisy
decay over the course of the measurement indicates a moderate internal short.
Only the NR data from the relatively stable OCP window indicated was used for
analysis of the OCP condition.
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layer properties were allowed to vary over a wide range, to account for
a range of possible layer thicknesses and compositions. The Bayesian
Information Criteria (BIC) was used to discriminate between the dif-
ferent models [59–61].

A model was fit to the ‘Welyte’ data set which included the Si sub-
strate, the SiO2 thermal oxide, a tungsten electrode layer, and an
electrolyte reservoir. Similar to the ‘Wbare’/‘WSEI’ fitting, this model was
fit to the ‘Welyte ’ data for models which proposed zero, one, two, or
three distinct layers between the W and the electrolyte layers. Again,
the BIC was used to differentiate between the competing models. The
only constraint imposed for ‘Welyte,’ relative to the ‘Wbare’/‘WSEI’ fits,
was that the electrolyte relative density in ‘Welyte’ was constrained to be
within ± 2.5% of that in the ‘WSEI’ fit. Other layer properties in ‘Welyte’
were allowed to vary independently from the ‘Wbare’/‘WSEI’ fitting re-
sults.

2.4. EQCM-D measurements

EQCM-D measurements used the Q-Sense E1 system with QSX312
sensors (Biolin Scientific) which were 350 μm thick AT-cut quartz crys-
tals with a diameter of 14 mm, and a resonant frequency of 4.95MHz.
The electrode was a 300 nm thick tungsten layer with a surface
roughness of less than 3 nm RMS and an active electrode diameter of
10.0 mm. The EQCM-D sensor was cleaned by sonication in a 2% so-
dium dodecyl sulfate solution at 40 °C for 30min. The sensor was then
rinsed with DI water and blown dry with N2. The QCM sensor/working
electrode was installed in a Q-Sense open module, custom-fit to allow
access for the Li foil counter and reference electrodes (Sigma Aldrich), as
shown schematically in Fig. 1(b). The electrolyte used was identical to
that used for the NR measurements (see Section 2.3). Copper tape was
attached to a pin on the bottom of the QCM module to provide the
potentiostat with electrical access to the working electrode. The EQCM-
D cell was assembled and tested in an argon-filled glove box, and the
baseline resonant frequencies and dissipations for the sensor were ca-
librated in electrolyte. EQCM-D was measured at 30 °C using a range of
harmonic overtones of the resonant frequency (n=1–7). In addition to
the CV measurements described in Section 2.1, EQCM-D measured the
SEI mass during a 5-h hold at 0.59 V, to estimate the mass grown during
the short observed during NR.

2.5. EQCM-D analysis

The QCM-D data was fit using both the viscoelastic Voigt model and
the Sauerbrey model, using the volume-averaged density and viscosity
of the electrolyte (1.26 g/cm3 and 1.325 g/m1/s1, respectively) as
parameters [62]. The viscoelastic model is generally more accurate
than the commonly used Sauerbrey model [51,54,63,64] due to factors
which violate the assumptions of the latter (e.g. SEI elasticity, SEI
surface roughness, and the viscosity of the electrolyte) [40,65]. How-
ever, for the present data no differences were found between the vis-
coelastic and Sauerbrey models. A low-pass filter was used to reduce
high-frequency noise in the fitted masses, using the MATLAB

2 ‘designfilt’
function with an order of 100 and a cutoff frequency of 10mHz.

QCM-D data was correlated with the simultaneous CV data to cal-
culate the mass per electron (m.p.e.) of the species deposited on the
sensor surface during any given time period:

=m p e F m
Q

. . Δ
Δ (2)

where F is Faraday's constant, mΔ is the change in mass per area (g/
cm2) measured during the specified window, and ∫= −Q j dtΔ is the
charge per area (C/cm2) delivered to the sensor, with j equal to the
current density (A/cm2) and t the time (s). After correcting for iR drop

and subtracting the capacitive double layer charging current from the
measured currents, the m.p.e. was calculated here for electrode po-
tentials < 1.1 V, using steps of 0.05 V to calculate mΔ and QΔ .
Calculated m.p.e. values can be compared to those for known SEI
species to understand the layer formation dynamics as a function of
deposition conditions [40,52,53].

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Neutron reflectometry

Fig. 3 shows the NR data and SLD profiles for Wbare, Welyte, and
WSEI, and Table 1 lists the fitted parameter values. The thermal oxide
and tungsten layer thicknesses closely match the target values, and
agree well with auxiliary x-ray reflectometry measurements on a sa-
crificial witness sample deposited simultaneously with the tungsten
working electrode. Additionally, the thickness, SLD, and interfacial
widths for the thermal oxide agree very closely between the ‘Wbare/
WSEI’ sample and the ‘Welyte’ sample, despite a lack of any fitting con-
straints enforcing such agreement. Taken together with the low χ2

values in Fig. 3(a), these results suggest good fits for all three models.
For sample Wbare, the fitted tungsten layer density is slightly lower

than the bulk value (95.2 [94.5, 95.5]% of bulk density). It was not
possible to completely prevent exposure of the tungsten film to the
atmosphere, and fitting reveals a thin surface layer in Wbare. This is
modeled as a porous tungsten tri-oxide (WO3, bulk
SLD=4.1× −10 4 nm−2). However, the low fitted SLD and thickness
(which is near NR's resolution limit) could suggest that the layer re-
presents an alternative tungsten oxide, a mixture of metallic and oxide
phases, or is formed by other trace atmospheric contaminants.

Several differences are observed for the sample exposed to electro-
lyte but not electrochemically reduced (Welyte). The fitted SLD of the W
layer increases slightly, relative to Wbare. It was also observed that the
thin, low-roughness oxide is not explicitly present in the model.
However, the increased interfacial width is sufficient to mask a distinct,
thin layer if it is still present. Above the W electrode there appears a
thick two-layer interface structure with a nearly uniform SLD, which is
slightly less than that of the electrolyte. Replacing the two layers with a
single layer gives =χ 6.632 . Omitting the interfacial layers entirely
gives =χ 7.732 . Due to the similar SLDs of the two layers (see Table 1)
and the large interface width between the two layers (12.3 [10.1, 12.3]
nm), it is referred to here as a single structure, the ‘Pre-SEI.’ Similar
layers have been previously observed via neutron scattering techniques
[42,50,66]. While the oxide is not explicitly included in the model, it
could reside at the W–Pre-SEI interface. This is likely if the W layer of
the sample were slightly thicker than that of the bare/SEI sample. In
general, there are a number of possible interpretations of the pre-SEI
composition that are consistent with the data, which are discussed in
greater detail, below.

Holding at reducing potentials (WSEI) introduces several additional
changes. The tungsten SLD is now lower than for either Wbare or Welyte

by roughly 1x or 2x the combined uncertainty of the fitted SLD, re-
spectively. The surface oxide is no longer present, and the fitted
thickness of the tungsten layer closely matches the summed thicknesses
of the W + WOX layers in Wbare. Most notably, a distinct bilayer
structure is observed at the tungsten-electrolyte interface. This bilayer
has a thin (3.68 [3.50, 4.00]nm) ‘inner’ layer with a low SLD adjacent
to the tungsten, and a thicker (15.43 [14.74, 18.00]nm) ‘outer’ layer
with an SLD which is closer to that of the electrolyte and consistent with
that of the pre-SEI in Welyte. Alternate models which replaced this
model with different numbers of interface layers ( ≤ ≤n0 4layers ) were
also attempted, but gave inferior fits to the data (see Supporting
Information).

Considering the three models in Fig. 3(b), four items merit discus-
sion:2 The MathWorks, Inc; Natick, MA, USA; www.mathworks.com.
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1. The fate of the Wbare surface oxide. We observe that the surface layer
in Wbare is explicitly present in neither the Welyte nor the WSEI data
sets. For WSEI, the fitted tungsten thickness increases, appearing to
compensate for the thickness of the WOX layer. However, given that
the WOX thickness is just below the resolution thickness of the
technique, caution is required in understanding the fate of the WOX

layer. This is particularly true because the reflectivity data for WSEI

and Welyte have a narrower Qz range than Wbare (Fig. 3(a)).
Given the low interface width, the low SLD of the inner SEI, and the
fact that adding an additional layer at the W–SEI interface
(Supporting Information) did not identify a surface oxide as being
consistent with the NR data, it is likely that the WOX layer has been
removed in the WSEI sample. However, similar conclusions are not
fully supported for Welyte, due to the high interface width between
the W and Pre-SEI layers, the similarity between the WOX and Pre-
SEI SLDs, and the thin nature of the WOX layer in Wbare. While the
WOX layer may have been consumed chemically upon exposure to
the electrolyte, it is also altogether possible that the WOX layer is
still present at the interface with the Pre-SEI in Welyte.

2. The composition of the Pre-SEI. In addition to possibly containing
WOX components, the Pre-SEI SLD is also similar to that of the outer
SEI in WSEI, although the outer SEI is much thinner than the Pre-SEI
(Fig. 3(b) and Table 1). It is currently unclear exactly how the
composition of the Pre-SEI relates to that of the outer SEI. It is

possible that the Pre-SEI represents a liganding layer that is only
partially removed when the SEI was added, or removed entirely and
replaced by a two layer SEI in WSEI. It is also possible that the Pre-
SEI is formed from preliminary electrolyte degradation products. In
this case, it is plausible that a portion of the Pre-SEI is preserved and
incorporated in the final SEI composition. Finally, the pre-SEI may
also be the result of a systematic error in the fit. The current data is
not able to differentiate between these interpretations as they are all
consistent with the data.

3. Tungsten SLD variations. The W SLD varies slightly between all three
fits (Fig. 3(b) and Table 1). However, the 68% confidence intervals
nearly overlap between all three models, and the most likely ex-
planation is that the SLD variations represent systematic errors in
the experiment and fitting procedures (for example, lateral in-
homogeneities in the SEI or an interfacial gradient between layers
that is not well approximated by the erf function used by Refl1d).
An alternate explanation is that the W film is slighlty porous in the
Wbare condition (the fitted SLD is 95.1 [94.6, 95.6]% of the bulk
tungsten SLD) and is filled with different materials in Welyte and
WSEI. Filling 25% of the available pores with the electrolyte in Welyte

(SLD=3.88× −10 4 nm−2) gives a tungsten layer SLD of
2.97× −10 4 nm−2, which is close to the fitted value for Welyte

(Table 1). For WSEI, filling all pores with Li
(SLD=− × −0.88 10 4 nm−2) reduces the tungsten layer SLD to
2.88× −10 4 nm−2, which is similarly close to the fitted value.

4. The nature of the SEI. Two factors might prevent us from directly
labeling the interfacial bilayer in the SLD profile of WSEI (Fig. 3(b))
as an SEI. One is the uncontrolled electrochemistry in this partially-
shorted WSEI sample. The other is the possible initial presence of a
surface tungsten oxide in Wbare, which can store lithium via the
conversion reaction:

+ + → ++ −WO 6Li 6 e W 3Li O.3 2 (3)

Fig. 3. NR results for tungsten in He vapor (‘Wbare’), in electrolyte prior to
reduction (‘Welyte’), and in electrolyte at reducing potential (‘WSEI’). Solid lines
and shaded regions represent best fits and 68% and 95% confidence intervals,
respectively. (a) Reflectivity data and simulated NR from fitted models. Error
bars represent ± one standard deviation; (b) Fitted SLD profiles. Layer names
corresponding to one particular model are color-coded to match that profile,
while layers common to multiple models are colored grey. Due to the narrow
confidence intervals, the best fits are omitted from the SLD profiles. (For in-
terpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred
to the Web version of this article.)

Table 1
Fitted parameters for simultaneous fit to NR data taken in He vapor (‘Wbare’) in
contact with electrolyte (‘Welyte’), and after reduction in electrolyte (‘WSEI’).
Numbers in brackets represent 68% confidence intervals. The electrolyte re-
servoir is fit as a semi-infinite medium and as such has no fitted thickness.

Layer Wbare Welyte WSEI

SiOx

Thickness (nm) 11.05 [10.92,
11.13]

10.71 [10.55,
10.95]

Same as

SLD ( −10 4 nm−2) 3.67 [3.66, 3.68] 3.62 [3.61, 3.65] Wbare

Tungsten
Thickness (nm) 13.24 [12.98,

13.39]
15.94 [15.56,
16.09]

14.27 [14.13,
14.54]

SLD ( −10 4 nm−2) 2.92 [2.91, 2.94] 2.98 [2.98, 3.04] 2.81 [2.77, 2.83]
WOx

Thickness (nm) 1.34 [1.30, 1.68] – –
SLD ( −10 4 nm−2) 3.89 [3.48, 3.89] – –

Pre-SEI: Layer 1
Thickness (nm) – 28.02 [20.50,

28.20]
–

SLD ( −10 4 nm−2) – 3.66 [3.67, 3.75] –
Pre-SEI: Layer 2
Thickness (nm) – 60.00 [59.00,

66.10]
–

SLD ( −10 4 nm−2) – 3.63 [3.61, 3.70] –
Inner SEI
Thickness (nm) – – 3.67 [3.51, 4.02]
SLD ( −10 4 nm−2) – – 1.41 [1.36, 1.57]

Outer SEI
Thickness (nm) – – 15.32 [14.67,

17.96]
SLD ( −10 4 nm−2) – – 3.72 [3.67, 3.76]

Electrolyte
SLD ( −10 4 nm−2) – 3.88 [3.89, 3.96] 4.00 [3.94, 3.99]
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The NR data on Welyte helps to determine whether or not the in-
terfacial structure in WSEI could have been formed by non-electro-
chemical means (i.e., whether or not it is truly an SEI). The absence
of the thin, low-SLD layer in Welyte (Fig. 3(b)) confirms that the
layers in WSEI are formed from electrochemical activity and not
chemical reactions with the electrolyte. As mentioned above, the
thick Pre-SEI in Welyte could correspond to a carbonate/hydroxide
liganding layer, similar to that observed in previous studies [42,50],
or could be related to the ‘outer’ layer in WSEI.
Several other observations support the conclusion that the observed
bilayer is an SEI. First, the observed dual-layer structure is very si-
milar to findings in literature [26,36–41], and the inner layer is
similar to that observed by Owejan et al. [42], with a similar
thickness (3.67 [3.50, 4.02] nm), and a relatively low SLD. The SLD
here is slightly lower than in that study, which is consistent with
protonation of the EC electrolyte solvent in this study, vs. the
deuterated EC in that study (since the SEI is expected to be com-
posed primarily of EC decomposition products [67,68]). The inner
layer SLD suggests that it is composed of lower-SLD inorganic
compounds such as LiOH (0.06× −10 4 nm−2), Li2O
(0.812× −10 4 nm−2), LiF (2.301× −10 4 nm−2) and Li
(−0.88× −10 4 nm−2). Additionally, the high SLD contrast between
the electrolyte and this layer suggest that it is fairly dense.
The outer layer is thicker (15.74[14.40, 17.96] nm) and has an SLD
quite close to that of the electrolyte, which suggests it is porous and/
or composed of high-SLD organic compounds such as LEDC
((CH2OCO2Li)2) and deuterated lithium ethyl carbonate (d-LEC)
(SLDs estimated at 2.95× −10 4 nm−2and 8.66× −10 4 nm−2, respec-
tively). LEDC is widely proposed as one of the primary components
of the overall SEI [18,25,34,68,69], and LEC has been observed as
the primary reduction component of DEC [69].
This bilayer is henceforth referred to as the SEI. This study re-
presents one of the first direct observations of the two-layer SEI
structure proposed in the literature.

3.2. EQCM-D

Fig. 4(a) and (b) show the EQCM-D data (CV and mass uptake)
during 9 CV sweeps between 0.05 and 1.5 V. During the first sweep,
reduction peaks are observable at 800mV and 275mV, and a single
oxidation peak is observed at 1.0 V. While the potential window shown
here is narrower, the voltammetric profile is very similar to that pre-
viously measured on a Cu anode [42]. The peak at 800mV is attributed
to reduction of electrolyte solvents, which is expected to begin at ap-
proximately 1.2 V and continue for the remainder of the cathodic
sweep. The large increase in current magnitude below 0.5 V corre-
sponds to additional SEI formation, while the reduction peak at 275mV
is likely due to underpotential deposition (UPD) of lithium [53]. The
mass uptake curves in Fig. 4(b) are marked by significant mass uptake
at potentials below 800mV for all cycles, and a slight reduction in SEI
mass during positive-going sweeps at potentials above roughly 1.0 V.

The passivating effect of the SEI is clearly observed by the de-
creasing current and mass deposition with increasing number of cycles.
As shown in Fig. 4b, the net mass change per cycle is greatly reduced by
the fifth cycle, going from 265.4 ng/cm2 during cycle one to 100.4 ng/
cm2 during cycle five, and leveling off thereafter. These mass changes
are quantified in Table 2, and are separated into low (below 1.0 V) and
high (above 1.0 V) potential regimes in Table 3. The decrease in mass
during each oxidation sweep is attributed both to the stripping of the Li
UPD layer and partial dissolution of the reduction products into the
electrolyte. This is consistent with the findings of our previous study
[42]. As seen in Table 3, the differential mass increase (below 1.0 V) is
highest during the first cycle and continually decreases in magnitude in
each cycle thereafter. The mass loss above 1.0 V begins at 30.4 ng/cm2

during cycle 1, increases in magnitude to 54.1 ng/cm2 during cycle 5,
and then reaches a final value of 23.6 ng/cm2 during cycle 9.

Finally, as shown in the Supporting Information, the SEI viscosity
and shear suggest a film that becomes more rigid during the CV mea-
surements. The viscosity is 0.0 kg/m /s at the beginning of the ex-
periment, and increases to 4.1× −10 2 kg/m/s by the end of the ninth
cycle. The shear begins at 6.3× 1012 Pa-s, and decreases to 7.7× 106 Pa-s
by the experiment's end.

Fig. 4(c) shows the m.p.e. for selected negative-going sweeps, cal-
culated via Eq. 2. The results show three main trends, with respect to
the electrode potential during the negative-going sweep. The m.p.e. of
the species deposited in the range of 0.5–0.75 ranges from 6 to 10 g/
mol of electron. Below roughly 0.6 V the m.p.e decreases to a minimum
at roughly 0.35 V, in the range of 2–4 g/mol of electron. Finally, below
0.35 V, the m.p.e. increases with decreasing voltage, to 4–7 g/mol of
electron at the terminal voltage of 0.05 V.

Fig. 4. EQCM-D results showing current and mass changes on a non-inter-
calating tungsten electrode during CV sweeps between 0.05 V and 1.5 V vs. Li/
Li+ (sweep rate: 10 mV/s). (a) Current; (b) Mass; (c) Mass per electron (m.p.e.)
for representative negative-going sweeps. = ∘T 30 C.
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Assuming charge neutrality in the SEI, the theoretical m.p.e. for a
given SEI component is calculated by dividing its molecular mass by the
number of lithium atoms in that product. Table 4 lists several common
SEI components and their theoretical m.p.e values. Comparing the va-
lues in Table 4 with those in Fig. 4(c), it is apparent that the measured
m.p.e. values are well below the theoretical values for any of the ex-
pected products. The maximum value observed in Fig. 4(c) is in the
range of 7–10 g/mol of electron. While this matches most closely with
lithium deposition, lithium UPD is expected to occur at lower poten-
tials. The most likely explanation for this discrepancy is that there is a
low current efficiency for SEI deposition (i.e. the total current delivered
was greater than that required to grow the observed SEI). This suggests
that a majority of the reduction products were not retained within the
SEI; either they form directly in the electrolyte and are never part of the
SEI, or are deposited initially in the SEI but are soluble in the electro-
lyte. This is consistent with our previous NR work, in which the ratio of
the measured charge to the modeled charge (i.e. that required to form

the SEI measured by NR) ranged between 1.85 and 5.39 [42].
Due to the unknown current efficiency for SEI deposition, the results

in Fig. 4(c) provide only qualitative insight into the SEI formation
chemistry. Regardless, there are several important conclusions from the
m.p.e. analysis. First, assuming that the fraction of the total current
resulting in net SEI deposition does not vary significantly as a function
of potential, it is noted that heavier species (likely the organic mole-
cules listed in Table 4) are deposited at 0.75 V, with lighter (likely in-
organic) species formed at lower potentials. Additionally, we observe
that the m.p.e. for reduction processes below 0.25 V is larger for later
cycles than for the initial cycles. This is consistent with the trends in
Table 2, in which the m.p.e. is in general greater for later cycles than for
earlier cycles. Again, it cannot be determined from the present data
whether this indicates a shift in the electrolyte reduction mechanism for
later cycles, or an increase in the deposition efficiency of SEI products.

3.3. Quantifying the SEI chemical composition

To better quantify the range of possible SEI compositions consistent
with the NR and EQCM-D data, a Monte Carlo (MC) composition fitting
tool was developed for this study. This method leverages the Bayesian
approach to NR fitting in the Refl1d software for quantitative analysis
of the chemical composition of the SEI, given the mass, thickness, and
SLD data.

The modeling tool's logic is illustrated in Fig. 5. The routine gen-
erates a random SEI model, which includes layer thicknesses and vo-
lume fractions of likely SEI compounds for both the inner and outer
layers. Each layer thickness is independently chosen randomly from a
normal distribution having the same 68% confidence interval as the NR
fit. The volume fractions are chosen as a random array of k elements
(one for each possible layer component), and then normalized so that
the volume fractions sum to 1.0 for each layer (inner and outer).

The probable SEI components were based on previous literature
[18,19,25,34,40,42,53,68]. The inner SEI is expected to contain mostly
inorganic compounds, represented here by four components: Li2O,
LiOH, Li2CO3, and LiF. The inner layer is also expected to contain Li
from UPD and electrolyte due to porosity. Because LiOH is expected to
form primarily from the reduction of trace water, its deuterated
equivalent is not considered. The outer SEI is expected to be composed
of organic compounds, and is proposed to contain LEDC and deuterated
LEC, the primary reduction components of EC and deuterated DEC,
respectively, and electrolyte from porosity. Even though evidence
supports a primarily inorganic inner SEI and a primarily organic outer
SEI, the models did not a priori make assumptions about any such di-
vision. Rather, the SEI composition model considered the possibility of
organic components in the inner layer and inorganic components in the
outer layer to evaluate the proposed segregation between layers.

For each proposed model, the inner and outer layer SLDs and the
total SEI mass are calculated and compared to the NR and EQCM-D
data, respectively, to select ‘likely’ models. A likely model is one that is
consistent with the experimentally-determined inner layer SLD, outer
layer SLD, and the total SEI mass. The posterior distributions from
Refl1d for the inner and outer layer SLDs are used as an approximation
of the probability distribution to calculate a mean and standard de-
viation for each layer SLD (assuming a normal distribution). By com-
paring a proposed model layer's SLD value to the respective probability
distribution, it is possible to calculate the probability P of observing the
layer SLD, given the NR data, P SLD SLD( | )NRmodel layer . Likely models are
identified via a modified Hastings-Metropolis algorithm: for each layer
(inner or outer) of a model, a random number ≤ ≤N0 1 is chosen, and
the model is deemed likely if >P SLD SLD N( | )NRmodel layer for both the
inner and outer layer. Because the NR and EQCM-D data were collected
on different samples, with different sizes, and different reduction pro-
tocols (potentiostatic short vs. CV cycles), the EQCM-D data was used to
generate a broad range of acceptable SEI mass values. The lower and
upper limits were the mean SEI mass± one standard deviation, taken

Table 2
Total mass and mean m.p.e for each negative-going sweep in the CV of Fig. 4.
Uncertainty on all mass values equals ± 2 ng/cm2.

Cycle mtot at mΔ during m.p.e during

cycle end negative negative

(ng/cm2) sweep sweep

(ng/cm2) (g/mole e−)

1.0 265.4 167.5 3.95
2.0 432.8 96.3 3.09
3.0 560.7 78.7 3.18
4.0 682.6 64.4 3.03
5.0 783.0 62.2 3.22
6.0 898.8 76.6 4.53
7.0 999.9 58.0 4.00
8.0 1096.6 59.8 4.47
9.0 1207.2 50.5 4.28

Table 3
Mass changes during each CV cycle in Fig. 4 for low (<1.0 V) and high (>1.0 V)
potential regimes. Uncertainty on all mass values equals ± 2 ng/cm2.

Cycle <mΔ 1.0 V >mΔ 1.0 V

(ng/cm2) (ng/cm2)

1.0 295.8 −30.4
2.0 201.6 −34.2
3.0 181.7 −53.8
4.0 169.5 −47.5
5.0 154.6 −54.1
6.0 148.6 −32.8
7.0 137.2 −35.9
8.0 126.5 −29.8
9.0 134.2 −23.6

Table 4
Theoretical m.p.e. values for expected SEI component
molecules, based on molecular weight and number of Li
atoms.

Compound m.p.e (g/mol e−)

Li 7
Li2O 15
LiO2 19
LiOH 24
LiF 26
Li2CO3 37
(CH2OCO2Li)2 81
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from four sets of CV cycles. If the model SLDs were deemed likely and
the model SEI mass fell within the acceptable range, the model was
saved as a ‘likely’ model. This procedure continued until the number of
‘likely’ models identified exceeds a pre-selected target (1× 105, in this
study). The modeling tool (and all other data and routines related to
this manuscript) can be viewed and downloaded from the corre-
sponding author's GitHub repository [70].

Histograms showing the volume fraction population distribution of
each component for the inner and outer layers are shown in Figs. 6 and
7, respectively. Four aspects of the model merit discussion. First, it
should be noted that the composition models are under-determined:
there are sixteen total components, between the two layers, and only
five constraining equations (the total SEI mass, the two layer SLDs, and
the fact that the volume fractions must sum to 1.0 for each layer).
Therefore, the model does not identify a ‘best’ fit, but rather identifies
composition ranges which are consistent with the data.

Second, the volume fractions with the highest counts cannot strictly
be considered the ‘best’ values. While matching the fitted SLDs more
closely leads to a higher model probability and therefore should cor-
relate with a high rate of observation in Figs. 6 and 7, a particular

component volume fraction can still be observed at a high rate if it is
part of many lower-probability models. That is, the very ‘best’ model
(with the lowest χ2 value) may be such that χ2 is highly sensitive to the
parameter values, such that even small changes in the neighborhood of
the best fit are associated with large increases in χ2 and therefore de-
creases in probability. In this case, the chances of identifying ‘likely’
models in the neighborhood of this ‘best’ model are low, such that the
best fit might have a low count number in the Figs. 6 and 7 histograms.
For a model which provides a poorer (but still sufficiently likely) fit to
the SLDs, but where χ2 is less sensitive to parameter variations, there
may be a large number of models which are deemed likely, leading to a
higher count rate in the histograms. Therefore, while the histograms
can be considered roughly equivalent to a probability dis-
tribution–volume fractions with higher counts are more likely to be
consistent with the data–caution is required in identifying a ‘best’ fit
from the histograms.

Third, the model is explicitly unable to discriminate between com-
ponents with similar SLD and density values. For example, the

Fig. 5. Illustration of the logic used in the MC composition modeling tool.
Random SEI composition models are generated and compared to the NR and
EQCM-D data to select models which are consistent with the data. ‘Likely’
models are saved, until a set number of likely models have been identified.

Fig. 6. Histograms of inner SEI component volume fractions which are con-
sistent with both the NR and EQCM-D.
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histograms for Li2CO3 and LEDC, which have similar property values,
look very similar, as do those for LiOH and Li2O. The number of similar
compounds included in the model will effect the overall scale of the
volume fraction of those components.

Fourth, the histograms are highly sensitive to the components in-
cluded. Certain components included in the layer models here (such as
d-LEC in the inner layer or UPD Li in the outer layer) could reasonably
be excluded from the model, resulting in slightly different model re-
sults. This is certainly a valid extension of this work, and will become
valuable as the techniques in this study are further refined and addi-
tional complementary measurements are incorporated to further con-
strain the fits. At present, particularly due to the significant differences
between the NR and EQCM-D protocols, the model is used only to
identify compositions which are ‘more likely’ and ‘less likely.’

The components in Figs. 6 and 7 are presented in order of SLD
(lowest to highest). Low-SLD components are more likely in the inner
layer (Fig. 6) and higher-SLD components more likely in the outer layer
(Fig. 7), consistent with the SLD profile in Fig. 3(b). For the inner layer

histograms, the lowest-SLD components (Li, LiOH, and Li2O) each have
peaks at volume fractions of roughly 20%, but a majority of the ac-
ceptable models had volume fractions lower than 10% for the highest-
SLD components (Li2CO3, electrolyte/pores, and deuterated LEC). In
the outer SEI histogram, the high-SLD organic molecules have relatively
uniform probabilities in the volume fraction range of 0–25%. The
probability of observing the low-SLD inorganics in the outer layer is
much lower. In particular, the probability of Li in the outer SEI is ex-
ceedingly low: more than half of the acceptable composition models
had a volume fraction of 0%.

4. Conclusions

This study presents NR and EQCM-D measurements to quantify the
chemical composition and structure of the SEI grown on a non-inter-
calating tungsten anode. The study expands upon prior NR measure-
ments to improve sensitivity to the SEI. Fitting the NR data determined
the depth profile of the SEI SLD (which is, in turn, related to its com-
position), revealing a dual-layer SEI structure. This included a thin,
dense inner SEI with a low SLD and a thick, porous outer SEI with a
high SLD. While this structure has been suggested by numerous simu-
lations, ex situ depth profiles, and viscoelastic modeling of QCM-D data,
this study presents a direct, unambiguous, operando observation of the
two-layer SEI structure. This was made possible by the enhanced NR
sensitivity to the SEI in this study, due to the tungsten anode and se-
lective deuteration of the electrolyte.

EQCM-D data during 9 potential cycles between 0.05 V and 1.50 V
vs. Li/Li+ showed consistent SEI growth below 1.0 V, both during ne-
gative- and positive-going sweeps. The SEI growth per cycle was
265.4 ng/cm2 during the first cycle, but quickly dropped thereafter,
demonstrating the passivating effect of the SEI. The mass uptake per
cycle stabilized at roughly 100 ng/cm2 by the fifth cycle. Qualitative
analysis of m.p.e data showed two main processes: higher m.p.e.
components deposited between 0.5 and 0.75 V, and lower m.p.e.
components deposited below roughly 0.35 V. Due to the unknown
current efficiency for SEI deposition (i.e. the total current delivered was
greater than that required to grow the observed SEI), the absolute
m.p.e. values of the deposited species cannot be determined. But as-
suming a roughly constant current efficiency would suggest that hea-
vier species (i.e. organics) are deposited between 0.5 V and 0.75 V, and
lighter inorganics are deposited below 0.35 V.

A Monte Carlo simulation identified SEI composition ranges con-
sistent with the combined EQCM and NR data sets, which agree with
the conventional understanding of the two-layer SEI structure. The
inner SEI is a dense (low porosity) layer more likely to contain light
inorganic compounds, with non-zero quantities (roughly 20% by vo-
lume) of Li metal, LiOH, and Li2O. Smaller amounts of organics are also
possible. The outer layer is more likely to contain electrolyte (higher
porosity) and organic reduction products such as LEDC (EC reduction
products), LEC (DEC reduction products), and lithium carbonate.

The measured m.p.e. values were lower than for expected SEI pro-
ducts, and were also lower than the compositions identified by the
Monte Carlo model. This supports the idea that either the SEI partially
dissolves during cycling, or a significant portion of the current density
does not result directly in SEI growth. The low total m.p.e of the EQCM
experiment combined with the presence of LiF and Li2CO3 in the SEI
suggests that organic SEI compounds react with trace impurities in the
electrolyte to form the passivating inner layer, while simultaneously
releasing mass into the electrolyte as dissolved products. This study
demonstrates the powerful capabilities of NR as an operando probe for
quantitative analysis of the SEI electrochemistry and composition. The
results lend new specific, quantitative rigor for the analysis of SEI for-
mation and evolution mechanisms, and lay the groundwork for a pro-
mising array of follow-on studies to develop stable and low-impedance
SEI layers. Based on the enhanced sensitivity to the SEI established
here, future studies will extend this work for new insights into the effect

Fig. 7. Histograms of outer SEI component volume fractions which are con-
sistent with both the NR and EQCM-D.
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of electric potential, electrolyte composition and additives, anode
composition, and extended cycling on the SEI properties.
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